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Abstract
This paper examines the role of HPC systems in the solution
of the most AI problems, on the other hand, assesses the
impact of the application of AI methods on the resolution
of different tasks in distributed systems. The findings from
the literature review illustrate how these two main fields of
science and information technologies can be converged
together for the achievement of the goals in designing and
developing of the intelligent agents with the high level of
intelligence, also for the solution of optimization problems in
distributed systems with the increasing complexity.
Keywords: HPC, AI, fuzzy load balancing, exascale load
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1. Introduction
The existence of enormous amount of the data, importance of learning intelligent
agents by large-scale training data for implementing their high-quality application,
requirement of individual approach for each branch of artificial intelligence (AI),
time extending for learning deep neural networks in most cases form days to weeks,
etc. makes unavoidable application of different high performance computing (HPC)
systems (cloud, grid, P2P, supercomputer) [1] – [2].
Appropriation of machine learning is endorsed to be an essential tool for the
solution of problems in such fields as medical diagnosis, designing of intelligent
systems, predicting, etc. Nowadays, developing systems based on machine
learning requires analysis of huge amount of data regardless of supervised or
unsupervised training. Under such circumstances, usage of HPC systems avoids
delay emerging in training procedure and reduces several times required period
[3] – [4].
There also alternative methods of AI are available for solution of different
problems in design and development of the HPC systems, such as predicting of
running times, resource utilization, optimization of load balancing, job scheduling,
resource discovery and process migration [5] – [6].
This work aims to analyze the convergence of these two main directions of
computer science and propose new challenges for further research and application.
Investigation of AI and HPC integration was carried out in two directions: the
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possibility of usage of parallelization techniques for reducing time in machine
learning via HPC systems, also HPC models for data processing in Big data
analytics and handling problems appeared on the development of the distributed
computing systems (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Convergence of AI and HPC by different points of view
2. Usage of HPC in learning systems
Recent methods concentrate on the solution of training problems in developing
intelligent agents by proposing different approaches for convergence of HPC and
neural networks [2]-[4]. However, the main disadvantage of present systems is
establishing only for neural networks of small size and existence of limitations for
the number of parameters. Researchers introduced more specific research for the
development of supercomputers only for recognition, mining or intellectual games,
some companies and researchers have also suggested establishing multichip
architecture for CNN and DNN.
Reviewing of large-scale data, mining of significant and unknown knowledge
and facts from the enormous amount of information are the challenging problems
of machine learning and big data. Superposition of the algorithm and parallelizing
of the iterations makes it possible to decrease the time required for data analysis
by a solution of the problem in HPC systems [5].
The main requirements for the application of deep learning are related to
hardware attributes. Indeed, it is necessary to establish a hardware platform for
storage of large-scale training data and appropriate for a large number of neural
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network parameters. From this perspective utilization of HPC systems leads to
achieve superior results. On the other hand, there are numerous efforts for reducing
hardware requirements by application of different optimization problem algorithms
which ensure satisfactory results [6].
One of the main problems of AI is single appointment characteristic of intelligent
agents. Thus text recognition system developed for any language would not be
able to show the results with the identical quality. Application of HPC contributes
utilization of machine learning system for AI tools with different engagements,
speech recognition of two different languages as English and Chinese mandarin
proposed and investigated by Amodei and others would be a good model for the
importance of HPC in machine learning [1].
3. Applications of machine learning algorithms in big data
Big data analytics, extraction of useful knowledge from the massive scale of
information, causal inference through the texts, text summarization, text reviewing
are the main problems of current research not only in applied sciences, but it also
becomes to the main subject of social sciences as political science, sociology,
psychology [10].
Problems of decision making and predicting through classification, analysis,
summarization and mental processing of existing information are in the central
interest of both HPC and AI companies and scientific laboratories. Successful
solution of this problem is illustrated by Elsebakhi and et al. for analyzing big data
through the use of the system modeled on machine learning, data mining, and
statistics [8]. Suthaharan (2014) has used the representation-learning technique
to predict attacks in computer networks and cloud environment [9]. An important
question integrated with big data classification developed via machine learning
techniques is the difficulty of using big data analytics system trained in the particular
dataset for another kind of large-scale information. However, the proposed
approaches for application of machine learning techniques in big data analytics
have many problems related to data itself, so it is necessary to develop tools to
handle mislabeled data, missing values, high dimensionality, and imbalance of
training data and for implementation of noise [11].
Although many authors have conducted many machine learning algorithms
for analyzing big data, there is still a problem in usability front. One of the main
challenges for researchers in this field is developing useful tools for managing,
visualization and understanding of results [12].
4. AI tools for load balancing in HPC systems
Another direction of convergence between AI and HPC is involvement of machine
learning techniques during several steps of HPC systems as load balancing,
resource discovery, process migration, job scheduling. In this regard application
of learning algorithms for one of the main problems of HPC as a job running time
predicting and achieving satisfying results can be mentioned as an example [7].
As load balancing in HPC systems remains the best assignment between tasks
and machines, application of combinatorial optimization problem solutions can
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become a useful tool. In a recent study by several researchers were analyzed,
compared and critiqued relevance of using genetic algorithms for task scheduling
and load balancing in different HPC systems [13-15]. Necessity of predicting
resource utilization for incoming tasks and as a result handling the task scheduling
problem enables to use neural networks in distributed systems [16], the application
of neural networks for forecasting loads in cloud data centers under the condition
of minimizing energy costs was successfully tested in cloud computing platforms
by Prevost and others [17].
Nowadays increasing the complexity of supercomputers complicates the
definition of the best assignment between tasks and machines in HPC systems and
parallelism at the level of hundreds of million processors [22]. Therefore, handling
of load balancing, moreover resource discovery, process migration in Exascale
computing environment requires new approaches and different methods of AI
would give beneficial results in developing of Exascale computing systems. In this
case, traditional discrete load balancing mapping finally becomes useless and
appears necessity for hybrid load balancing mapping which can be characterized
as continuous function [23]. The primary practical solution for this problem might
be the application of the AI methods and fuzzy logic. Representing load balancing
assignment by fuzzy graphs or definition of fuzzy relations between processes or
resources at different time moments might be one of the best solutions for job
scheduling in distributed systems.
5. Conclusion
On this basis, we conclude that developing of the intelligent systems to improve
the living conditions of the people would be impossible without application of the
appropriate distributed systems — this statement due to the requirement for largescale training data in the shortest period.
At the same time, another aspect of the research argued that, a solution of
the control optimization problems, also job scheduling, process migration, time
predicting, resource discovery in the modern complex supercomputers would be
achieved by using of different soft computing methods as neural networks, fuzzy
logic, constraint satisfaction problems, etc.
In future work, investigating the methods for handling load balancing function in
Exascale environment, where complexity is more than traditional distributed systems,
and quite possibly the emergence of dynamic and interactive event, application of
AI methods could continue developing of the powerful supercomputers and the
productive distributed systems in the world.
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